Attendees

User Group:
- Cordelia Finley, UO, Survival Center
- Paige Corich-Klein, UO, Survival Center
- Jeremy Hedlund, UO, Survival Center
- Martina Oxoby, UO, CPRE
- Dan Geiger, UO, EMU Staff, User Group
- Laurie Woodward, UO, EMU Director

Consultant Team:
- Natasha Koiv, SERA
- Carissa Mylin, SERA
- Laura Grover, SERA

Discussion Items

REVIEW OF FLOOR PLANS

- The group reviewed the overall building plans. Survival Center inquired about Gender Inclusive restrooms. SERA and Dan noted the locations and that LGBTQA had made a previous request for a change in nomenclature.
- The Survival Center is an umbrella organization for groups that focus on social and environmental activism.
- The space is used for meetings, group work, and lounging/homework. Projects include making posters, banners and buttons.
- The Student Insurgent uses space to make posters (mostly use computers).
- They have a large number of zines and books. Existing shelves are moveable.
- They would like a moveable markerboard.
- Prefer storage cabinets to an enclosed storage room.
- Provide space for 4 computers, 1 station for laptop use, 1 large copy printer/copier.
- At the entry, glass for visibility is good. Also would like a tackable surface outside the room for display of their materials.
- The tree stump currently sitting right outside their space has significance and there is interest in preserving it. The group discussed whether it could be used as a table.
- Locate tackable panels above the computers. The opposite wall would be a good place for a mural.

Wrap-Up / Next Steps

- SERA will provide a revised space layout based on the discussion items and submit back to the Survival Center & Student Insurgent via Martina for review and comment.

End Time: 11:00 am  
Recorded by: Laura Grover  
Date of Report: 10/14/2013